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Zapp awarded two European patents for sector-transforming i300 electric urban motorcycle innovations ahead of customer
deliveries later this year
Patents received for unique Z-shaped exoskeleton and removable front fenders
Exoskeleton endows i300 with unique combination of step-through scooter convenience and motorcycle performance and
handling whilst enhancing sustainability and manufacturability
Removable fenders unlock near-unlimited colourway personalisation options

LONDON, July 26, 2023 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Zapp Electric Vehicles Group Limited (NASDAQ: ZAPP) (“Zapp” or the “Company”), owner of a
UK-based, high-performance two-wheeler electric vehicle brand, today announced it has been granted European patents for two components of its
i300 electric urban motorcycle, which it anticipates will be ready for its first customer deliveries later this year.

The recognition from the European Patent Office relates to the i300’s Z-shaped exoskeleton and removable front fender. The grant of the patents
highlights the innovative nature of the technology developed by Zapp to support the brand’s strategic vision, which encompasses the highest
standards of design, performance, sustainability, manufacturing, and customer experience.

Zapp’s distinctive exoskeleton consists of two single-piece Z-shaped anodised aluminium components mounted on an underbone. It delivers a
revolution in motorcycle chassis technology, and is central to the i300’s unique ability to combine the performance and dynamic handling of a
motorbike with the step-through convenience of a scooter. The exoskeleton also endows the brand with its award-winning design language.

The fully recyclable Zapp exoskeleton solution provides numerous technical, sustainability, and commercial benefits. The two single-piece Z-shaped
exoskeleton components replace a conventional-styled frame, which uses multiple connected tubes and welding points, allowing the vehicle to have a
lower centre of gravity and lower weight, enhancing both handling and safety. The exoskeleton reduces the number of assembly components and also
frees up space under the seat for storage. The Company believes the exoskeleton provides an ideal platform on which to base additional models and
derivatives without significant additional investment.

Zapp’s second European patented component is the i300’s removable front fender, which brings a unique, almost infinite range of colourway
personalisation options to the two-wheel sector for the first time. At any point after purchasing their i300, customers will be able to have the front
fenders removed and replaced with new items in a colour of their choice. The personalisation upgrade will be carried out by an authorised ‘Zapper’
who will come to the customer’s home or workplace in a branded Zapp van, and perform the exchange. Going forwards, Zapp plans to collaborate with
artists and leading cultural figures to create limited colourway collections.

The European patents (EP4058343 – ‘A seat-supporting structure for mounting on a motorcycle frame’ and EP4051563 – ‘Front fairing for a scooter’)
further reinforce the world-class technology and design credentials of Zapp and its debut product, the i300 Carbon, which is now available to pre-order
on Zapp’s website www.zappev.com.

Swin Chatsuwan, Founder and Chief Executive Officer of Zapp, said: “The notification of not one but two European patents is enormously
gratifying for Zapp and proves the innovative nature of the technology and design underpinning the brand’s i300 electric urban motorcycle. Our
exoskeleton transforms two-wheeled chassis technology and is key to endowing the zero-emission i300 with the convenience of a step-though scooter
and the dynamic performance of a larger motorcycle.

“Zapp’s patented removable front fenders will also revolutionise the two-wheeled vehicle category by offering customers a range of colourway
personalisation options previously the exclusive domain of the supercar and hypercar sectors. The exoskeleton and the removable front fender are
pivotal to Zapp’s determination to transform the two-wheeler segment with superbly designed, technically advanced, zero-emission, fun-to-ride
products. However, these are just two of more than sixty novel technical aspects of the i300, which will further amplify the product’s considerable
customer appeal as we move towards first deliveries commencing later this year.”

About Zapp

Zapp’s principal operating affiliate is a British company, run by a team of experts from the mobility industry, on a mission to redefine the electric
two-wheeler segment. Zapp's debut product, the i300, is an urban electric high-performance two-wheeler capable of traditional motorcycle levels of
performance in a step-through format, combining ease of use with exhilaration and fun. The i300 is the first in a suite of high-performance electric
two-wheelers that Zapp plans to bring to market. Zapp will offer a high-quality direct-to-customer experience known as DSDTC (drop-ship-direct-
to-customer). Customers ordering the i300 online will have their bikes conveniently delivered to their home by authorised ‘Zappers,’ who will provide
at-home inspection, service and support throughout the vehicle ownership lifecycle. For more information, visit www.zappev.com.
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Forward-Looking Statements

This press release contains certain forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and
Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (or the “Exchange Act”). These forward-looking statements generally are identified
by the words “believe,” “project,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “estimate,” “intend,” “strategy,” “future,” “budget,” “opportunity,” “plan,” “may,” “should,” “will,”
“would,” “will be,” “will continue,” “will likely result,” and similar expressions. Forward-looking statements are not historical facts but rather are
predictions, projections and other statements about future events that are based on current expectations and assumptions and, as a result, are subject
to risks and uncertainties. Many factors could cause actual future events and results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by the
forward-looking statements in this document, including but not limited to various general and specific risks and uncertainties associated with the
Company's business and finances in general.

Readers should review and carefully consider the risks and uncertainties described in the “Risk Factors” section of Zapp's registration statement on
Form F-4, as amended (File No. 333-268857), which is incorporated herein by reference, and other documents the Company files with or furnishes to
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission from time to time. These filings identify and address important risks and uncertainties that could cause
actual events and results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements herein. The forward-looking
statements herein represent the Company’s views as of the date of this document. Subsequent events and developments may cause these views to
change. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements herein, all of which are qualified by these cautionary
statements. Zapp assumes no obligation and does not intend to update or revise the forward-looking statements herein, whether as a result of new
information, future events, or otherwise. Zapp does not give any assurance that it will achieve its expectations. The inclusion of any statement in this
document does not constitute an admission by Zapp or any other person that the events or circumstances described in any such statements are
material.


